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Nursing Health Assessment: A Critical Thinking, Case Studies ApproachF. A. Davis Company, 2006

	Learn, Do, and Think! Experience the Dillon Difference – engage your students in the assessment process! Throughout the text, you will find a unique body system integration, case studies strategically placed three times in each chapter, and critical thinking questions. Dillion...
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Essentials of Anatomy and PhysiologyF. A. Davis Company, 2006

	Describes and illustrates the important aspects of anatomy, physiology, and pathophysiology.


	Afifth edition of Essentials of Anatomy and Physiology is very gratifying, and again we

	have the pleasure of thanking all of our colleagues in teaching who continue to use our

	textbook and of welcoming new teachers and students.
...
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Misadventures in Health Care: Inside Stories (Human Error and Safety)Psychology Press, 2003

	Misadventures in Health Care: Inside Stories presents an alternative approach to attributing the cause of medical error solely to the health care provider. That alternative, the systems approach, pursues why an incident occurs in terms of factors in the context of care that affect the care provider to induce an error. The basis for...
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Clinical Chemistry: A Laboratory PerspectiveF. A. Davis Company, 2007

	Meet the learning needs of today’s students with a brand-new style of textbook—designed to excite your students’ interest in clinical chemistry! Organized almost entirely around organ systems—to parallel the way physicians order tests—this groundbreaking text teaches the concepts and principles...
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Derm Notes: Dermatology Clinical Pocket Guide (Davis's Notes)F. A. Davis Company, 2006

	Rely on this Davis’s Notes title to put the most clinical pertinent information at your fingertips. Packed with full-color photographs and illustrations, it covers the diagnosis and treatment of more than 100 of most common and serious skins disorders that you are likely to encounter in practice.
...
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Diseases and Disorders: A Nursing Therapeutics ManualF. A. Davis Company, 2006

	Everything your students need to know about caring for patients is in this one portable reference! Now in its third edition, Diseases and Disorders: A Nursing Therapeutics Manual, containing complete information on hundreds of disorders, is still a "must have" reference for every nurse. In a concise format, this handbook allows...
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Clinical Applications of Nursing Diagnosis: Adult, Child, Women's Psychiatric, Gerontic & Home Health ConsiderationsF. A. Davis Company, 2001

	This book is designed as a guide to using North American Nursing Diagnosis Association (NANDA) nursing diagnoses as the primary base for the planning of care. Many expected outcomes, target dates, nursing actions, and evaluation algorithms are given as guides. New to this fourth edition is a comprehensive life span approach, and nursing...
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Practical Guide to Health Assessment Through the Life SpanF. A. Davis Company, 2001

	...designed as a quick reference for nursing students and nurses working in clinical settings. It covers nursing assessment all age groups, with specialized communication techniques for clients of different ages.
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Advanced Practice Nursing: Emphasizing Common RolesF. A. Davis Company, 2004

	Prepare your graduate students to take leadership roles inthe future of Advance Practice Nursing. The author address the major issuesfacing Advanced Practice Nursing today from a collective perspective thatbegins with its historical roots and progresses to contemporary concerns andtrends. This approach enables APNs to understanding the...
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Epidemics and Enslavement: Biological Catastrophe in the Native Southeast, 1492-1715 (Indians of the Southeast)University of Nebraska Press, 2007

	Epidemics and Enslavement is a groundbreaking examination of the relationship between the Indian slave trade and the spread of Old World diseases in the colonial southeastern United States. Paul Kelton scrupulously traces the pathology of early European encounters with Native peoples of the Southeast and concludes that, while...
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Out of Joint: A Private and Public Story of Arthritis (American Lives)University of Nebraska Press, 2005

	She begins, in the morning, by casing her joints: Can her ankles take the stairs? Will her fingers open a jar? Peel an orange? But it was not always this way for Mary Felstiner, who went to bed one night an active professional and healthy young mother, and woke the next morning literally out of joint. With wrists and elbows no longer...
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Depression, the Mood Disease (A Johns Hopkins Press Health Book)The Johns Hopkins University, 2006

	Depression is a mood disorder that affects one in ten Americans in any given year. At one time too stigmatized to be mentioned in polite conversation, depression is now discussed frankly in the media, and advertisements for drug therapy appear everywhere. The third edition of this widely acclaimed book reflects changes in how mood disorders...
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